Solar plants

Today's energy challenges

Growing need for energy - energy crisis

▪ Increasing energy consumption - a global problem
▪ Utilization of non-renewable energy sources
▪ Thermal power plants (coal reserves are decreasing and CO2 concentration
is increasing)
▪ Hydropower plants (disruption of ecological systems)

Why solar energy?

▪

Sun – the biggest source of energy on
the planet

▪

173.000 TW / sec

▪

960 billion kWh per day

▪

Free and inexhaustible source of energy

▪

No negative side effects to environment

▪

Used for space and water heating and electric
energy production

Advantages of using solar energy
compared to other types of renewable energy sources
1. The production of electricity is usually at the place of its consumption
2. Solar panels do not contribute to environmental pollution
3. Energy production using solar cells is a very quiet process

4. Ability to produce energy in remote places where there is no possibility of connection to the grid
5. New technologies enable efficient use of solar panels, even when the weather is cloudy or when there is not
enough direct sunlight
6. The use of solar energy enables independence from the world's fossil fuel reserves
7. Solar energy is free of charge
8. In a alarge number of cases, the substructure is already ready (existing roofs on buildings are used)
9. In some cases, it can be an ideal addition to the engaged power consumption, if the most of consumption occurs
during the day. Of course, you should always keep in mind the time of year.

Solar plants

Energy efficiency in the Roaming Networks portfolio
Roaming Networks Serbia has included energy efficiency projects in its rich portfolio. The new Law on Energy will enable
the use of own production, up to the amount of approved consumption power, created by the use of own capacities.
According to the same law, solar power plants will be able to be built on investors' facilities.
We have gathered a team of experienced professionals in this field, who cover all the most important steps, from the
development of the conceptual design, the main design solution, obtaining building permits and connection permits,
through the purchase of equipment, construction of the solar power plant to its commissioning.
We especially emphasize the quality of equipment and staff training. The first is reflected in the manufacturer's guarantees,
and the second through many years of experience in electrical installations, including solar power plants. Our vendors Bisol (Slovenia) manufacturer of solar panels and Huawei (China) manufacturer of inverters offer long-term guarantees.
The warranty on solar panels is 25 years, and on inverters 10 years, with the possibility of extending the warranty until the
end of the life of the power plant (25 years). We are pleased to inform you that the company Roaming Networks Serbia is
the only one in Serbia to offer the possibility of guaranteeing the correctness and functionality of the solar power plant for
5 years, which usually coincides with the payback period (ROI).

Construction of a solar plant – phases and steps
01

Cost-effectiveness study - preparation of a feasibility study (IDR + ROI + method of payment) - free of charge

02

Pilot project - involves the introduction of a small-scale solar power plant in a certain available space of the
company, ideally on a canopy for parking. The pilot aims to show whether the assumptions from the study are
correct and whether the projected savings are generated

03

04

Phase expansions - If the pilot phase is successful, expansion to all appropriate office buildings and
production halls will follow
The specific steps of the investment process are as follows: submission of requests for location conditions by
the investor (opinion on the design and connection of electricity distributors), obtaining a building permit or
work permit, signing a contract, ordering equipment, construction of a solar power plant and commissioning
of a solar power plant

Solar system principal structure

Types of connections
There are several types of solar plant connections:
1. Electricity distribution board within the facility with solar power plant
2. Low voltage side of the transformer power station
3. High voltage section of the transformer station

Solar plants – possible positioning

Roofs of bulidings

Ground field

Parking space
canopy
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